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The durability of the much-awaited rally in technology
stocks
Cheap manufacturing issuers which had been under selling pressure
rebounded sharply from September to October. This rally gave me a big relief.
I feel I was finally rewarded for having accumulated cheap manufacturing
stocks over the past year by consistently focusing on price gaps among
sectors.

Tatsuro NIGAURI, CMA
Senior Portfolio Manager

▪ Rallies driven by semiconductor issuers
Amongst the manufacturers, leading contributors to the latest rally were
semiconductor makers. Semiconductor issuers advanced on the back of bright
signs such as expectations for the launch of the next generation 5G telecom
networks and a re-acceleration of investment in data centers. On the other
hand auto related stocks, with no positive signs across the horizon, were
flagging across the board.
The question here for our investment strategy is whether we should ride the
wave of this rally from this point forward. I feel more negative about this trade.
▪ Why I cannot be bullish (1) DRAM Market
The first reason I cannot be bullish about tech stocks is that we cannot see
any signs of bottoming out in the DRAM (dynamic random access memory)
market which accounts for a substantial percentage of semiconductor industry
in volume. The DRAM spot price fell by more than two-thirds from its peak two
years ago, but supply still exceeds demand. The industry had better brace
itself for a tough road ahead given the special demand for DRAM ahead of the
end of the service life for Windows7 (DRAM is mostly embedded in personal
computers).
▪ Why I cannot be bullish (2) Roll-out pace of 5G mobile network
The second cause for worry is that it seems to take quite a long time for full
utilization of 5G networks. 5G requires a massive amount of base stations as it
uses high-frequency radio waves. Given all the hassle to decide the
investment amount, negotiate rights among parties involved and take
countermeasures for radio wave interference, I think it will take at least a few
years before 5G networks become available . We will hear a lot of eyecatching news about the 5G service when Apple starts to produce the new
iPhone next year, but as long as prices of components for 5G networks remain
high, the service is unlikely to spread to mid-priced devices.
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▪ Where will the “Unicorn bubble” go?

Another worry for me is the impact of the declines in equity valuations of
overseas unicorn companies on demands for datacenters. The fashionable
management style for internet companies in the US and Asian countries is to
receive funds up-front from venture capital and expand businesses rapidly.
But now participants in public markets, the destination for these venture
companies, are beginning to question their corporate valuations. I cannot build
a clear image of them as most Japanese companies are nothing like unicorn
companies except SoftBank Group, but I also feel doubtful about these
unicorns’ equity valuations.
If the two key drivers for recovery remain weak for a while amid a slump in one
of the flagship sectors, it is too risky for us to predict higher prices from here. If
you want to buy cheap manufacturing stocks, you had better avoid technology
and auto stocks unless they have specific growth drivers.

Source: Based on article by Tatsuro NIGAURI, featured in The Nikkei Online Edition on 12
November 2019
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